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Why should my team run a motion offense?
Dave Pietramala, Head Coach of the Johns Hopkins University’s Men’s Lacrosse program and 
only person to win National Championships as a player (1987) and coach (2005 & 2007), 
advocates the 2-3-1 motion offense in his book Lacrosse: Technique & Tradition.

According to Pietramala: 
“The motion offense creates confusion for the defense because it involves all six players on 
offense and makes it difficult for defenders to know who should slide... When we begin fall 
at Johns Hopkins, the first offense that we teach is the motion offense. It shows our players 
the importance of understanding movement without the ball.” For teams who struggle with 
their off-ball movement on offense, a motion offense ensures that each of the six offensive 
players on the field are moving, occupying their defenseman, disrupting slide packages, and 
filling a vital role for a successful offense at all times.

A properly run motion offense should do the following things for your team:
-A motion offense allows you (the coach) to teach the system, instead of the game. As a 
coach, a motion offense allows your to narrow down what needs to be coached to the 
movements, skills, timing and teamwork used in the specific set. 
-A motion offense is a safe, predictable environment for inexperienced or less-talented 
players, letting them fill a role on offense without feeling pressured to ‘make plays’ and do 
too much.
-Motion offenses teach off-ball movement as a necessary habit, keeping defenses confused 
and creating space for dodgers to generate higher-quality shots.
-Film of a scrimmage where a motion offense was run will be much more fruitful than film of 
an organic offense. Filming this creates consistency (less likely for 1-2 kids to hog the ball) 
for player comparisons and helps your players connect on-film spacing with on-field 
spacing. For players, seeing film of a motion offense instead of an organic offense means 
that when they witness a mistake they’ll be thinking “I should have (cut) here” instead of “I 
could have (cut) here” and will increasingly fix their mistakes without needing a coach to tell 
them what they did wrong.

Motion offenses also reinforce offensive roles, which translate well to organic offense. When a 
dodge initiates an offensive rotation, each player will fill a role according to their position on the 
field:

In Figure 2: 
M1 is the ball-carrier or dodger. Motion offenses always keep the dodger on the perimeter 
of the defense so that if the dodge does not result in a scoring opportunity, the chances of 
turning the ball over are greatly reduced.
M2 serves as fast-break prevention. If the ball is turned over during a dodge or pass, M2 is 
still in position to sprint back to the defensive end of the field and slow down or prevent a 
fast-break from occurring. 
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M3 serves as the high feeding option. His defenseman is very likely the 1-slide (the first 
player to double-team the dodger) and pre-occupied watching the dodge, so M3 will button-
hook up to about 12 yards above the crease as a feeding option for the dodger.
A1 serves as the low feeding option. When the dodge occurs, A1 needs to “clear through” the 
middle of the defense, taking his defenseman with him and clearing space for the dodger to 
use. After clearing through, A1 turns and sits right off crease above the back-side pipe of the 
goal where he is a feeding option for the dodger.
A2 serves as the hinge player. As the dodge occurs, A2 will move from X over to be straight 
downfield from the dodger. If the slide occurs the dodger will move the ball to A2, who will 
immediately make one more pass to A3.
A3 serves as the shot back-up. If the dodger (M1) takes a shot and misses the net, A3 must 
be in position to stay closest to the ball as it goes out of bounce so his team can retain 
possession. If a slide occurs from the defense, the 2-pass rule (see below) is in place and the 
ball will be moved through the hinge player (A2) to A3, who then has the option of re-
dodging or feeding an open player on crease.

Concepts
Part of running a motion offense properly is understanding the concepts that it is built around:

Strong side / weak side: When initiating from point (one of the top two midfielders), we 
always want our dodge to occur after a horizontal pass; never after a vertical pass from 
one of the wing attackmen. In Figures 1a and 1b you can see how the defensive 
positioning and passing lanes shift after a horizontal pass versus a vertical pass. Dodging 
weak-side (immediately after a horizontal pass) means that you’re much more likely to 
catch the defense out of position and incorrectly spaced, leaving more room to dodge and 
feed.
2-pass rule, or “dodge, pass, pass, dodge”: Whether or not the team you’re playing runs 
a crease-slide package or an adjacent-slide package, the second slide (cold slide) will 
always be coming from the defenseman matched up furthest away from the dodger. As 
you can see in Figures 3a & 3b, the second slide is matched up on A3. If we dodge and 
draw the first slide away from A2, the second slide must move over to cover A2 and leave 
A3 alone with no one defending him. By drawing the slide and making two quick passes, 
we now have an undefended ball-carrier and the defense will collapse, leaving it 
vulnerable until the defense can recover and balance itself. 

*You should plan at least 45 minutes of every practice to work specifically on installing your 
motion offense and the skill set that it requires. During week 1 you will usually need both 
midfielders and attackmen for the vast majority of the drills; for week 2, you can frequently send 
midfielders to work with the defense and focus on perfecting the offense with your attackmen.

Web resources referenced in the drills below:
Salisbury Shooting Drills: 
http://www2.salisbury.edu/athletics/MLax/08season/LAXShootingDrills/default.asp
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*Salisbury Shooting Drills effectively combine passing, dodging and shooting into movements 
that mimic those within the 1-3-2 motion offense. It is also easy to create your own drills by 
tweaking the Salisbury drills to fit the specific movements of the 1-3-2 offense.
Root-B22 Drills: 
http://vimeo.com/7182889 (also see attachment, where drills are explained in writing for 
convenience).
*B22 drills will improve footwork, cradling motion and lateral movements with the ball.

Week 1
Day 1: 
B22 warm-up (Drills 1, 2, 3 & 4)
Split-dodge technique walk-through and repetitions
Time and room shooting technique walk-through
Catch and shoot drill
Day 2: 
B22 warm-up (Drills 1, 2, 3 & 4)
Split-dodge technique refresher
Time & room shooting technique refresher
Salisbury Shooting drill (“Rollback, catch & step out,” with Time&Room shot; 
“C-cut drill,” with T&R shot)
Day 3: 
B22 warm-up (Drills 1, 2, 3 & 4)
Shooting on the run technique walk-through
Torso shooting drill (kneel facing net & shoot)
Shooting drill (split & shoot, from point)
Day 4: 
B22 warm-up (Pick any combination of new drills)
Shooting on the run technique refresher
Salisbury shooting drill (“Rapid Fire;” “Dodge, hitch & shoot”)
Whiteboard motion offense phase 1 diagram
On-field walk-through and skeleton offense
Day 5: 
Skeleton offense
Salisbury Shooting drills (“Dodge to X, catch & shoot”) 
Shooting Drill: Split from point & shoot on the run; split from point, hinge pass, 
crease feed & finish; split from point, feed high crease, T & R shot)
6 on 6 offense vs defense

Summary: By the end of week 1, your team should have all of the basics in place for a successful 
motion offense. The split dodge is critical to initiating offensive rotations, forcing defensive 
slides to open up the passing lanes, and creating scoring opportunities. Once a scoring 
opportunity has been created, being able to shoot on the run as well as with time and room will 
allow your team to capitalize.
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Week 2
Day 1: 
B22 warm-up (Drills 12, 14, 16 & 19)
Roll-back dodge technique walk-through and repetitions
Inside shooting technique walk-through and practice
Salisbury shooting drill (“Bucket shooting drill”; “Attack - Split, C.O.D., Inside Roll”)
Day 2: 
B22 warm-up (Drills 12, 14, 16 & 19) 
Roll-back dodge technique refresher
Inside shooting refresher
Salisbury shooting drill (“Attack - Bull Dodge, Split to Rocker Step”; “Attack - Split, 
C.O.D., C.O.D. to Question Mark”)
Day 3: 
B22 warm-up (Drills 8, 10, 11 & 13)
Salisbury shooting drills (“C-Cut Drill”; “Box Shooting 3 Guys”; “Dodge, Fade & Feed”)
Day 4: 
B22 warm-up (Drills 8,10, 11 & 13)
Whiteboard motion offense phase 2 diagram
Shooting drill (create your own around the phase 2 movements)
On-field walk-through and skeleton offense
Day 5: 
Skeleton offense (run through every potential offensive sequence)
Salisbury shooting drills (“Dodge, Fade & Feed”; “Dodge to X, catch & shoot”; “Rapid 
Fire”; “Rollback, catch & step out”)
6 on 6 Offense vs Defense

Summary: After week 2, you will have covered phase 2 of the motion offense. While phase 1 
covered the initiation (dodge from point or x) and rotation, phase 2 focuses on reading the 
defensive reaction and acting accordingly. Your offense will not look polished by now, but you 
will have your systems in place, your players will be developing a skill set to allow them to 
operate effectively in this new system, and you can focus on coaching things like timing, 
positioning, and adding wrinkles into your offense.

Figures 1a and 1b: Passing lanes, strong / weak side shift
Figure 2: Motion Offense Rotations
Figures 3a and 3b: Motion Offense (Phases 1&2), with defensive slide and hinge pass

Questions, comments or additions? Please get in touch!
Kevin@OriginsLacrosse.com

“Growing the nation’s oldest game in its newest areas.”
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In Figure 1a, we'll look at the defensive positioning as the ball moves from X, up the 
wing through A3 to M2. Notice a few things:

1. The concentration of defenders – all 6 are on the ball-side of the field or within “center 
cylinder” (the area created if we draw two vertical lines up field from each goal post).

2. After the pass is made from A3 to M2, very little shifting occurs within the defense. 
The only defensive players moving significantly are M2's defenseman who bumps out to 
challenge the ball, and A3's defenseman who sluffs back in to the heart of the defense and 

takes away the skip pass to A2 at X.

3. With the defensive positioning, there is little chance of being able to make a skip pass 
through the defense. Thus, the offense is relegated to making passes only to one of the 

two players adjacent to the ball carrier.
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In Figure 1b, we'll look at the defensive positioning as the ball moves across the top – a 
horizontal pass – from M2 to M1, resulting in a shift of the strong side of the field. When 
the strong side of the field shifts (following a horizontal pass), the following things will 

occur:

1. All 6 defenders will now need to shift in order to maintain proper positioning within 
the heart of the defense. This gives the offense 2-3 seconds before the defense is back 

into proper position, meaning that if we dodge quickly off of a horizontal pass, the 
defense will not be in position to defend the dodge properly.

2. Passing lanes (dark red arrows) will temporarily open up as the defense shifts. A quick 
dodge will make these passing lanes even more vulnerable, allowing the offense to feed 

an open back-side man off of a skip pass.

3. In any man-to-man defensive package being run against the offense, shifting the strong 
side of the field will change the 2 (cold) slide and sometimes the one (hot) slide. Dodging 

quickly before the defense has time to communicate their new slide responsibilities 
causes confusion and increases the chance that the one and/or two slide(s) will not occur.
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In Figure 2, the arrows represent the rotation that should occur after a dodge from M1. During a 
dodge (phase 1) and throughout a hinge pass & backside pass (phase 2), the attack triangle will 
be only halfway rotated, leaving the offense in a temporary 2-2-2 set (if confused, see Figure 3). 

Tips:
-M1 should always begin his dodge from center cylinder, or the middle of the field. Figure 2 

does not show this for the sake of simplicity. In a game situation, starting your dodge from the 
middle of the field will always give you a better angle to dodge and shoot from, and create more 

space to maneuver in.
-A1 needs to pinch in before the dodge occurs. If he stays wide until the second M1 dodges, his 

cut will be late and he will not be a good feeding option.
-M3 wants to curl to about 12 yards above the goal as a feeding option.
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In Figures 3a & 3b:
-The green diamond represents the on-ball defender

-The red diamond represents the one (hot) slide.
-The dark blue diamond signifies the cold slide before the attackmen rotate

-The light blue diamond is the cold slide after the attackmen rotate. 
(There are two blue diamonds because as the attackmen rotate, the cold slide 

responsibility changes.)

Notice that as the dodger draws the hot slide, the cold slide must fill crease, leaving A3 
uncovered behind the net.

Would you rather have your dodger try to beat a double team, or have an uncovered 
player (A3) with the ball driving to the cage? 

This is the reason for the two-pass rule (dodge-pass-pass-dodge) and where phase two of 
the 2-3-1 offense comes into play. 

-As our dodger (M1) draws the slide, he moves the ball to our hinge player (A2). 
-The hinge player immediately moves the ball back-side to our uncovered attackman 

(A3), who drives above the goal line to score, or feeds an open man on crease.
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Attachment: Root-B22 Drills

1. Weave through the line changing hands at each cone. Focus on keeping your stick protected in 
the imaginary box around your head.
2. Cradling one-handed, hop on one foot around each cone. Rotate cradling right- and left-
handed. Stick protection is huge during this drill — keep your stick straight up and down, 
parallel to your body.
3. Jump side to side over each cone three times, changing hands in mid-air; then move on to the 
next cone.
4. A basic drill, get in an athletic position and change hands five times over each cone and move 
on to the next cone.
5. Shuffle down the line of cones while holding your stick at the base of the shaft with one hand, 
and flip the ball over each cone. Keep in a low stance, with your stick head to the ground, and 
make sure the ball comes out of the stick on each flip.
6. Shuffle down the line like in Drill 5, but holding your stick with both hands and adding a 
sidewall bump when you flip the ball out of your stick. It’s a tough drill, but practice makes 
perfect.
7. Like Drills 5 and 6, but bump the ball off of your shaft after each flip.
8. Run and cradle around each cone, keeping the stick in one hand and parallel to the body, 
focusing on exploding at each turn.
9. Shuffling side to side through each cone, flip and change hands. Make sure the ball comes out 
and you’re changing hands each time the ball is in the air.
10. Backpedal though the cones, changing hands each time and using your peripheral vision not 
to knock over the cones.
11. Find a friend to hold up fingers in front of you as you side-run and call out the numbers that 
he holds in the air. Weave through the cones, making sure not to hit them, and call out the correct 
number.
12. Switching hands, shuffle weave through the cones, keeping your chest turned towards the 
cone each time. Keep stick in triple threat position.
13. Same hand, weave through cones. Keep chest in same direction through the drill; side 
shuffles and then sprint forward through each cone. Switch hands after 1 x through.
14. While weaving through the cones and keeping your stick in the same hand, face-dodge each 
cone, selling that you’re going in the one direction and bringing your stick across your body.
15. Similar to Drill 12, but split-dodge each cone, rotating hands each time.
16. Also, similar to Drill 12, but roll-dodge around each cone, focusing on stepping directly in 
front of the cone, instead of out to the side.
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17. Roll the ball ahead of you, and pick up a ground ball at each cone, getting low and scooping 
through.
18. Shuffle through the cones, changing hands at each stop.
19. Cradling with your stick in one hand, run to the first cone, backpedal to the starting point, run 
to the second cone, backpedal one cone and continue through to the end. Focus on exploding out 
of each spot.
20. Like Drill 6, but bump the ball twice on each cone, once on each sidewall.
19. Turn your stick upside down and grab it at the bottom of the head. Weave through the cones 
cradling one-handed as you run.
21. Similar to Drill 5, but weave through the cones while shuffling and flipping the ball over 
each, instead of shuffling down the line of cones.
22. Run forward and hop twice over each cone and switch hands, and move on to the next one.
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